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Motivating Factors
 Go paperless

 Streamline internal and external processes

 Have remote capabilities

 Pandemic

 Public safety testing and assessment

 Public health concerns for assessors



Application Developers



Assessment Online
 What’s the best platform to host the assessment?

 How do we securely distribute material?

 How do we train assessors remotely?

 How do we capture notes and ratings?

 How do we securely give access to candidate material/recordings?

 How do we monitor data?

 How do we coordinate panels and distribute candidates?

 How do we  . . . .  and more challenges kept coming.



Goals
 Provide a user friendly platform for both PBJC staff and 

external assessors

 Ensure security

 Tie into existing system for assessor registration

 Eliminate the necessity to travel to site

 Streamline assessment logistics

 Save money



Advantages & Benefits
 Protect staff and assessors from unnecessary exposure to COVID

 Increase the likelihood of reaching the target numbers of assessors 
to complete an assessment

 Save money by decreasing the Board’s overall assessment expenses

 Execute innovative and resourceful ideas to move us forward and to 
stay a cutting edge leader in our field

 Share our process with more individuals who want to learn what we 
do



Kick-Off
 Create mock up of process

 Meet with Application Developers

 Meet with my first line leadership

 Meet with Executive Director

 APPROVAL!!!
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Assessor View
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CID Roster

Panel CID Wave

1 & 5 AA7380 1

1 & 5 BB9260 2

1 & 5 DL0046 3

1 & 5 MM2213 2



Estimated Response Time Grid
Question Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3

CID 2:50 1:53 2:09

SI 1 4:48 3:51 4:07

SI 2 7:11 6:14 6:30

Presentation 10:29 9:32 9:48

Presentation Follow-up 1 16:45 15:47 15:03

Presentation Follow-up 2 18:43 17:45 17:01
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Assessment Security
 Assessor have to log into our system with their log in to apply to the assessment (nothing is 

emailed to them)

 No 3rd party resources (everything housed on PBJC secure servers)

 Nothing is downloadable (no audio files or assessors forms)

 Control and Print Screen buttons can be tracked so if someone takes a print screen we will 
capture those keystrokes

 Assessors bound to confidentiality agreement; however, more time is spent explaining how 
critical it is to maintain confidentially especially since we are in a remote/virtual environment

 Test will not be used again, in case there is a compromise

 Can track who assessed what so if there is a compromise and there is any identifying information 
on the candidate we can identify the assessors



Advantages of Application
 Streamlined process minimizing wasted time

 Removed heavy administration burden

 Monitor panels more closely

 Access to data on demand

 Assessor notes and ratings captured electronically

 Data discrepancies highlighted

 Assessors closed out of system upon completion

 Sessions could be created in advance

 Easy upload of benchmarks

 Centralized management of the assessment, minimizing human error and increasing quality control



Savings
 Reduced the administrative burden on staff to arrange travel, hotel, and food 

accommodations

 Reduction in the staff time and resources that went into the preparation of 
assessments

 Going paperless saved money on paper, ink, staples, time for printing, and 
reduced our overall environmental impact

 Financial Savings = $166,000
 Hotel - $85,000

 Onsite catering - $11,000

 Airfare and associated travel costs - $70,000

 Custom build in house




